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Cont NEQUE AC August 14, 1970 

Dear Mary and Sylvia, 

Nice to hear you two are putting your heads together at long last. 
I can't think of any two critics who could advance knowledge of this 
case more, and, only wish I could be there to listen to the dialog. 

As you may know, and as your phone call this morning indicated, 
Mary -~- I have not been getting on with David. 

Our meeting with Life Magazine really ended things for me — or I 
Should say the letter Dave sent me after this meeting did it. Dave 
is beyond all doubt one of the most devious, scheming, plotting 
individuals I've ever come across, I had indications of this long 
ago, but ignored them and considered him to be brilliant, though a bit 
weird. He helped me to get rid of the Garrison syndrome ("enemy's 
are all about us") and start looking at the evidence and the record 
again, 

Then we started distributing films and making slides from the pro- 
ceeds, That went along well until I noticed that he was going 
outside of our "partnership" and making separate deals using jointly 
held material in order to finance his research, This didn't bother 
me much at the time except when I had a hard time gaining access to 
these jointly held films. 

- also noticed that when he sold material to others (documents) he 
would first remove the good stuff and distribute the junk. He once 
told me, in regard to his ABNP order, that "I can't distribute that to 
the other criticst* It was a receipt for a missle recovered during 
the autopsy at Bethesda, I believe. ~ DID NT see THIS PoeomewT, AS 

LU tte, SLY TOLD We ABOUT IT ON Tite Pree , 
He would always, very graciously, offer a free xerox service to me 
whenever I got some new info and thus gain a copy for himself. I 
got a little nervous when I discovered that this service, while free, 
entailed Dave's going to UCLA between the hours of 1 a.m. and 5 a.m. 
in the morning - disabeling a xerox machine so that it wouldn't 
count coples - and stealing the paper. He would do this regularly 
each weekend, consuming 1,000 tc 5,000 copies for his files. He 
soon wound up printing all weekend and selling this to critics at 
5¢ per copy. It's a living I guess. 

Between stealing xeroxs, using the phones and perloining equipment and 
office supplies, I would guess UCLA is out thousands during this 
three year period. As you may know, he has picked locks and used 
master keys to get into Wesley Liebler's files and much clessified 
[material that Liebler had no business keeping. 
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So he's not above using any means necessary to gain his end, 
Now I knew this, yet, I was still surprised when he pulled that 
deal at Life. I don't know why I should be. I know better, but 
I still felt sorry for him and wanted to help make his book 
important. It may be important, but at this point I'm not sure, 
I like to think it will be, but I'm so god damn mad at him that my 
judgement may be biased, . 

Anyway, back to Life. As soon as you mentioned that rmor to me 
about Life putting the z film on the market, I called my friend 
Dennis Roy and we discussed checking this out. Dennis called Life 
and talked to some girl in their library, and then to Dick Pollard, 
Dennis fibbed and said he represented a group out here that was 
interested in buying the film. Pollard agreed that it was for sale 
and wanted to know who Dennis represented - and Dennis said he would 
write a letter giving Pollard the particulars, 

Dennis next called me with the good news and we discussed the 

possibility of finding a front man. who would lend us his letterhead 
so We could examine the film and make a bid on it. We *“*knew* the film 
was not a camera original and that Life would misrepresent it as 
"the original” so any bid we made would be subject to the authenticity 
of the material sold. 

Wit KE . 
I called my friend, Mke Farrell - an actor and good friend who 
headed the “Who Killed Kennedy Committee" - and presented the problen 

to him. He offered to help and called back in a couple of days with 
@ name of a man and an appointment for us. This man was Cal Bernstein, 
of Dove Films - who's partner was William Wexler (producer of the 
award winning film “Medium Cool"). 

At this point Dave Lifton and Jack OGlemente entered the picture, 
Dennis and I invited David and Jack because: 

1. We wanted to help Dave and his book. 

2. dack could assist in the photographic analysis. 

The four of us met with Cal Bernstein and we explained to him our 
interest in seeing this film, our research to date and why this was 
important. Bernstein agreed and said he would contact his partner 
and get his okay. This was done and a letter was drafted on Dove 
Film's letterhead that went to Life's Richard Pollard, 

At first Life wanted Dove (which meant Dennis, Dave, Jack and me) to 
pay for the. courrier transportation out to the coast. This was 

Later changed and Life agreed to send the films out no charge, 

Dave then wrote an agenda for our meeting with Life - assigning 
tasks for the four of us - a rather good agenda. 

We had a meeting to hash this over and got equipment and generally 
briefed ourselves for the meeting. During this period David started 
talking about turning this “Operation Verify" into something he 
called "Operation Hiest" - stealing Life's copy by switching with 
one of our copies. Dennis and I warned Dave we would have none 
of this and Dave indicated that he was only kidding.
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However, you can imagine my surprise and anger when - as we 
were getting out of my car in the parking lot at Life - Dave 
nervously spilled about four copies of the z film together with 
four different colored film spools - all over the front seat of 
my car in a tangled mess. 

He apparently had these films loose in his coat pocket ready for 
"Operation Hiest". He also admitted later that he had prepared two 
identical brief cases, one for each operation. Dennis and Jack did 
not see this - only Greg, my son, and I saw Dave scrambling around 
trying to wind z films on spools in the car as the rest were carrying 
equipment inside the building. That started things off badly for me. 

I carried a 35mm camera in to the meeting on the chance that I would 
have an opportunity to copy slides or transparancies. Dave knew 
about this and approved. Taking a photo of a Brinks truck is not 
the same as stealing a sack of their money. I was not going to 
jeopardize this meeting by clicking away with the Life rep in the 
room and I did not hide the camera and it's case, 

Dave and Jack started to work counting frames and working on the 
Recordac reader. Dennis and I eye-balled the slides and transparancies. 

The Life rep left us alone with the door locked so I got out my 
camera and snapped a shot of one transparancy. Dave hit the roof 
and started yelling - so did Jack - only Dave more so. 

I got mad, got up, put the camera away, walked over and pushed 
David around, preparatory to belting him one. Jack separated us and 
I calmed down. We completed our work and left, As we were loading 
the car to leave Dave asked Dennis and I if we had taken one of 
Life's films. 

That set me off again. I drove Dave to his place and let him off, then 
went home. Soon things turned up missing: 

1. Dave left his z copies in my car. 
I coulén't find my notes - but later found them. 

- Dave kept my copy of his agenda-Ke Bpanowe ct AT THE WeeTINZ 
-. Dennis lost his correspondence with Life - Dave has them, 
- Jack kept the drawings I made at Life and has not 

returned them. 

a 

In spite of all of this, I then sat down and wrote a { page memo Yoh 
on this meeting and sent a copy to Jack, David and Dennis. P< 

We were going to summarize our findtpes end werte"one memo for 
Mr, Wexler so he could advise Life wikt{(his “fimxm film technicians® 
thought of the film. That was our agreed plan. As of this date I 
have not heard from Jack or Dave in reply to my memo or the 
results of their research, I've celled Jack and he said he would 
send me his research, but no luck yet. 

Dive ALgég WADE WIE ANGhy AWile Batic Witen HE 
KDW TPE THICULE Sone COULESPMDARCE OF Yours 

(Wiikey } FRm my Dest AND WHUC Ne OOT OF they btuse 
toctit it, HE copien iT PRO ReTURNO ET ATOLL 
TOLO Helm He avid Mat Do So,
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Dave has indicated to Dennis that he is not going to share anythine. 

He even went right ahead and planned a trip to New York to talk to 

Life without first discussing it with us. I got more furious, His 

trip to New York didn't work cut so now he's planning to meet with 

Wexler this month ~ alone. 

David has been busy driving wedges between Jack and I and Dennis 

and I. With Jack I think he has succeeded, but now with Dennis. 

I deliberately did not send you a memo on this as I hoped things 

could be worked out and I could give you the benefit of this group 

project. It makes me sick that things worked out so badly, especially 

since you were responsible for the original lead. 

My memo, in it's present form, is incomplete and almost worthless, 

On my own though, and using Volume 18, I have been able to prove 

that this film was put on an optical printer and a segment 

enlarged - beginning at frame 318.) 

I am familiar with emkk optical printers and know that this work can 

be done in one hour's time and that the result will not show 

mechanical splicing. You can also program the printer to skp every 

other frame and thus speed up the motion of the film (to get rid of 
a car stop, for instance.) 

This enlarging could have been done to get rid of material on both 

sides of the picture. CGheck frame_4Zl2 against frame jel_and note 

the difference in the size of e girl at the top of the picture. 

Also, in frame 317 there is a noticable change in perspective of the 

car to the lense indicating that the car has moved further down the 

Street than it should have in 1/18 of a second. 

It is at this point that the car must have radically slowed or stopped 

and film has been removed, The only thing that can account for this 

is film removal and optical printing. Some photo retouching was 

necessary to get away with this, and this too was evident when I 
looked at Life's transparancies under magnification. 

Sometime while you and Sylvia are discussing things, could you two give 

me an opinion regarding the testimony in Volume 5 - bottom paragraph on 

page 473 and top third of page ik. Is this a move by RFK — 
introduce rough a sympathetic congressman? This strikes me as 

being Significant and I'm trying to get a copy of this bill and the 
debate on this bill. The timing on this bill is fascinating. 

Bless you two, 

De 
FRED



TO: JACK, DENNIS AND DAVE 

PROM: FRED ?EVCOMB 

PRELIVIARY NOLES 

confidential 

Please excuse errors in spelling, syntax and punctuation, ete, 

SUBJECT: Examination of Zapruder film ~ 8 and 16mm versions, 
55mm slides, film strip and transparancies, 

WHEN : June 22, 1970. 10 a.m. to 6 p.m, 

WHERE : Offices of Time Life, Inc; Beverly Hills, California 

WHO PRESENT; Dennis Roy, David Lifton, Jack Clemente, Fred 
Newcomb, Greg Newcomb and Miss Ann Drayton of Tine 
Life, Inc. (title) 

BACKGROUND: Dennis Roy, acting as representative for Dove Films, 
Inc., of Los Angeles telephonically contacted Mr. 
Richard Pollard of Time/Life on _- and Learned 
that Time/Life was interested in Selling certain photo~ 
graphic materlals related to the assassination of 
President Kennedy. 

Arrangements were made by Mr. Roy with Mr. Pollard for 
an inspection of these materials in Los Angeles by 
Mr, Roy and his colleagues on June 22nd. 

Mr. Pollard of Time/Life, New York, instructed Miss Ann 
Drayton (title) to courier the photographic materials to 
Los Angeles for examination. 

THE MATERIALS SUPPLIED BY TIME/LIFE 
Miss Drayton began the meeting by displaying the material she 

had brought which included: 

ITEM #1 - one reel containing two 8mm color prints of Abraham 

Zapruder's film - an amateur movie film taken on 

November 22, 1963, in Dallas, Texas showing the 

assassination of President Kennedy. 

ITEM #2 - one set of 35mm color slides ~ each slide consisting 

of an enlargement of a single frame of the Zapruder 

film. Miss Drayton said the slide set included the 

complete movie except the begining portion, which 

contained personel scenes ~- (approximately 14 frames 

~1



fllmed by Mr, Zapruder before the motorcade arrived 

in the plaza where Mr. Zapruder was standing.) (It 

Should be noted that the Zapruder film in the 

National Archives contains 118 frames of personal 

scenes.) This slide set was contained in three Kodac 

Carrousel slide projector trays. 

ITEM #3 - one roll (film strip) of continous 35mm color film 

made from the Zapruder movie. This film strip con- 

tained the same material as the 35mm slide set 

Gescribed above. } 

ITEM #4 - one set of 4x5" color transparancies. Each transparancy 

consisted of an enlargement of a single frame from the 

Zeapruder Smm movie. A total of 164 color transparancies 

were in this set. Frame numbers were assigned to each 

transparancy ~ the numbers being #166 through #206 and 

£O11 through #333. Transparancies bearing frame 

numbers 207, 208, 209, and 210 were not included, 

ITEM #5 ~ one 16mm color film containing two prints of the 

zapruder movie, The first portion of this film being 

a print of the Zapruder movie at regular speed followed 

+ 

by another print of the same movie in slow motion. 

PHOTOGRAPHIC EQUIPMENT USED IN THE EXAMINATION 

1. 8mm Bell and Howell Multi-Motion Autoload Super 8/regular 

8mm movie projector - model 4657Z. This projector can be 

set for three speeds ~- normal, slow motion and step motion. 

2. 16mm sound projector capable of normal speed only - in this 

case, 24 frames per second. 

3. Recordak 35mm microfilm reader, 

~D—



A, Kodsae 35mm Carrousel slide projector. 

5. Table model Light box, 

6. S&mm film syncronizer - used for frame counting. 

THE EXAMINATION 

First, Item #1 ~ the 8mm Zapruder film was projected approximately 

six times using normal, Slow and step projection speeds. 

Miss Drayton explained that this particular copy was made from 

a Dallas duplicate of this film. The genealogy of the various prints 

of this film was described as follows: ) 

FIRST GENERATION: Camera original film 

SECOND GENERATICN: Described as Dallas duplicate - 1s a copy 

made while the original film was in Dalles. Testimony 

pefore the Warren Commission indicates that three copies 

were made from the original film. 

THIRD GENERATION: Copy of the Dallas duplicate. The print 

under examination June 22, 1970 at Time/Life, Beverly 

Hills Was represented by Miss Drayton to be third 

generation copy. 

This Third generation copy was pre jected and the following information 

was obtained, } 

1. The film contained frames, 

2. This film consisted of two prints spliced together to make 

one film. It was noted that the film switched in color 

balance (from warm to cool colors) in two places. Once in 

the area of frame number (1567) and another time around 

frame number (2077). 

Observable splicing was noted between frames: 
and 
and 
and 

and 

and 



3. No mechanical splices were noted on the Sum film examined. 

All of the splices observed were photographic. That is, they 

were photographic immares of mechanical splices on some previous 

generation copy. . 

4, This third generation print contained frame numbers: 207, 

208, 209, 210, 211 and 212. 

5. As previously described, a splice was noted between frames 

#156 and #157 (7). Some frames have been removed from the , 

movie at this point which causes the limousine to lurch forvard 

suddenly and unnaturally when the film is examined in motion. 

6. A splotch or imperfection of considerable size xam appeared 

in frame #258. It should be noted that this imperfection haa 
—_— 

appeared in every 8mm version of this film I have seen - also 

in the French 16mm version. 

“7%. One method to determine whether this film was, as described, 

NOTE: 

a third generation print was to check to see which side of the 

film stock contained the photographic emulsion. The film was 

examined by Jack Glemente and he determined that this print was 

indeed a third generation copy, having the same emulsion 

characteristics as a first generation print. {This also means 

that a second and fourth generation print would appear the same.) 

The images in this fihm were inverted and reverted, The emulsion 

side of the film contained the sprocket holes on the left hand 

edge. 

this method of determining the generation of a print is not 

entirely certain since a duplicate negative could confuse the 

issue, (Question Jack here,} 

It, goes without saying that the clearity of a film suffers with 

each succeeding generation, so telling a first generation from 

a third is a simple problem when viewed tegether, 

wba



ITEM #2 = set of 35mm slides, , 

Mise Drayton advised that this slide Sct was produced from the 16mm 

film (Item #5). ‘the photographic images were not visable between the 
sprocket holes in these sliies, This could mean that the slide set 

was produced from a film that had this material masked off ~ machine 

duplication looses this material automatically = or the equipment 

that produced the slides caused this masking. 

ITEM #3 - 35mm film strip 

This strip was produced, we were advised, from the 16mm version of the 

film and contained frames, 

A splice in some previous generation film was noted at frame 

#154 and from £155 (see attached sketch), This film did not contain 

the color changes noted in the Sm copy (Item #1). | 

Color balance was consistant throughout. 

Frame numbers > : > were not 

included in this film, 

ITEM #4 ~- 4x5" COLOR TRANSPARANCIES 

Color balance Seemed consistant throughout, Miss Drayton said this 

set of transparancies were used to produce the black and white version 

as printed in Volume 18 of the Warren Commission Hearings and Exhibits. 

4n area in the front windshield of the limousine appeared to have 

4a large white glare or highlight envelope it at frame #3350 Under 
magnification, this flare did not look like a novmal sun reflection, 
but rather Like the shattering produced by some projectile striking 
the glass, 

Previous examination of two Still photographs both taken by 

A.P,. photographer Altgens ~~ one (76) showing no sear on the wind- 
Shield and the next, (#7) Showlng a scar -~ indicated that the 
front windshield of the limousine Was struck by @ bullet at 

approximately this point on Elm street, 

aa ee



Evidence: Photographic retouchiug was noted between frames £214 

and #333 in the area of film occupled by the driver of the limousine, 

In some cases his movements were distorted or obliterated, This was 

obvious to me, especially in frame #243 and #216. (1 have movie films 

taken from Mr. Zapruder's position on Hovember 22, 1969 under stiniliar 

lighting conditions ~ 12:%0 p.m. ~ of a car driving down Elm Street 

and have no trouble "making out" the driver.) 

Frame #212 was masked so that the material between the sprocket 

holes was not visible. Also in frame #212 JFK's head ~ ag it appeared 

over the Stemmons sien, was dyed a dark bluish color for some unknow 

reason, 

The Impact on the President's head at frame #313 produced a 

yellow/orange burst as viewed on the 5x7 transparancies. The after- 

effects of this hit - which appeared as if made an explosion ~ left a 

hole in the right temple and caused a flap to appear above and below 

the hole (sketch attached) in frame £323. 

Gov. Connally, who had been facing Zapruder at frame #3507 - 

facing and leaning backwards towards his wife - was, in frame £323 
sitting up, facing the front of the ear apparently looking at the 

occupants of the front seat, 

Connally's right hand was in a position to have been hit by the 

projectile that seems to strike the front windshiela at frame #330. 
But this is speculation. 

ITEM #5 ~- 16mm copy of zapruder film, 

We were told by Miss Drayton that this 16mm print was produeed from 

the Dallas duplicate (second generation) when this print was projected 
it was noted that this film was far superior to the Smm copy (Item #1). 
Miss Drayton said this film wes made using a “watergate" method of 

duplication, 

~6~



fhe color balance chanres -~ the switch from wara to cool colors - 

Characteristic to the 8mm copy, were not visable here, Warm colors 

predominated this print ~ or the print wes on the "warm side," 

The splice at frame #156/157 and resulting gap in the Sum copy 
was not in this copy. Rather, there vas a large visible splice in 

frame #154 and another in franie #155, in this 16mm versicn., (See 

sketch.) 

Visual examination of this film indicated that (the picture - 
extended between the sprocket holes? ~ aid not extend between the 

sprocket holes?) 

JACK = were mechanical splices detected in this copy: 

There were frames in this film, 

there were frames missing from this copy. 

It also appeared that one of the occupants of the front seat -- 

probably the passenger - stood up in his seat in the erea of frame 

#462, 

in summary < the differences between the 8mm version, Item #1 

and the 16mm version, Item #5 were as folioyvys: (Jack and Dave 

supply answers :) 

#franes splices frames miscing ‘other 

8am 

16mm 

55mm
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Dear Fred, 

In view of the events of the past week, @ Ahought it might be useful to put certain views and Opinions in writing, 

Re the incident at the offices of Time-Life.....,, Véu WET Lenten hE EXPONTAZED THE GAPLCBADL Fic jay eV BQ, AHiCes ? aS Tam sure you know what a "straw man " argument is. It is aw when a person misrepresents an issue at hand, and addresses himself \ cre to the misrepresentation, rather than the issue itself, ft 
neo: _ (feel that this is exactly what you have done in this case, -thereby permitting you to see yourself as the innocent victim of my unjust charges, rather thanimyself as the victim of your unwise actions. Ss ee Oe ? 

“5 You have. reacted to the whole incident of last Monday as if Oe, the issue was whether or not (1) was unjustly accusing you of theft, mS and was thereby impugning your integrity and honesty. 

r 

This is a gross misreprentation and oversimplification of what really was at stake, 

If (1 were about to enter a room where some item of evidence existed fo which -L/might not ever again be Sliven access , and which--- gv as evidence---was so conclusive thet it could conceivably "solve" . t .\ the entire JFK soeage mat lon -"pueak the case", etc,---if.only such Cpt’ an item could be retrieved-from the room, than ‘T: believe/T' would “ao everything in my power to get the item retrieved from the room ’ oy and use-it appropriately,whether that meant going with it to approvriate _ vfticials, or Journalists, or what not, NN eA? BME 

| would then gladly serve my sentence in jail for "Mtneft", if ye ait really ever came to that, with no more conscience quaims than Win vweoa«Y aman who refuses induc¢jon accepts the consequences for his 
Qery act. : , - : 
\Y oe (1) do not believe that any situation such as the one’T) Tene ais (0 hypothetically described above existed on Menday. Quite to -— “ (4 the contrary, there was every indication that future access to Bag! these same materials could be had, and (Tjlook forward most keenly ni wt ee" to a NewYork City “trip to examine originals, and question staff Ur F people there about various pertinent matters, —— GR ce 

pet ____, Therefore, when---to my shock and suprise-~GI/saw you clicking @.% “ - away with-a fully loaded Somm camera, my instantan_ious reaction ras so, was that by your action; you were jeapordizing the entire operation Pus ma : ~S eran, oe tee gee ge -. Es oe” at that time, as well as any future lezitamate relationship with wa, 
u me Ws Life-Magazine, a relationship which @ Jeertainly would not want jee pO LoThurt in any way, not only because of the key evidence they possess,” a 

oa 

“4 

“ . ; . . ‘ a 
: 5 * 3 , re 

Ha . in which T)am interested as a researcher, but also because. I; will ae ye Soon have completed a manuscript and, if they ere sympathetic and - yk Yo wat
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i fnot alicnated, wney/concelvably be interested in buying oS | serialization rights. Finally, these are the people with whom / +), “ ., | @ publisher of my work would have to deal if they wanted to JOM Pa asy obtain permission to publish certain 4Zapruder frames. a Up os, 
Oo —_——oO™ : 1 - 3 Ls — fa rE Tee aaa ) Was fully aware of these considerations and at the egy ph Are 

momenv that 1)saw just what it was you were doing, my) instant PE Ca. 
reaction was to tell you to ceass such activity immediately, and me 

a VE a a F : ic . ao ae “~ = ™ ——r / . - put the camera away You YOULYD Hey tKED COT THRT OUT, Lhevo OMe, s 
. TO 8€ HEAL Dis rie ALC. 

You will surely understand that ‘T) had no concern at that 
moment for whether or not you don't eare to be "yelled at", 

Bie ATTATI<. | 
we Your reaction, in response to ny spontaneous outburst, was to . 

ve sa\Y rise from your chair and actually come across to where I} was <Ganrs 4 LY . . . / rs 1 : *. . eh . . Pan a on a np standing, and physcially,’attack me) (Iihsve been under the impression : . Be. pods eae es PS est \ vu iy that you threw™a punch at me, thovigh Dennis insists I was "only" ~ 
eg \Shoved. I also recollect that one of them helped pull you off me, ” 

——___-$ nea = 

a ~ TER: . From that moment on, (1) became convinced that whereas (1) haa — 
carefully planned out a leSitamate research program to take place 

«2 in that room, typed up and distributed copies of it, rehearsed 
qy with Jack the taxing of various measurements as efficiently and 
be quickly asfpossible, and rented much of the equipment as well _ 
we Les made provision for the microfilm reader----- you had meanwhile a 
et come to view this opportunity from an entirely different strategic “ 
“o'7 viewpoint. ‘Tjrealized then that you viewed the situation in the 
we vay I described Z¥ at the beginhing of this letter, as a once ina 

Dro 
” 

/ Na It was with great dismay that (1)realizea, at that moment, that 
eS on ; you did not view this as a team operation at all! But that rather, 
Qe / you came into that room prepared to jeapordize the interest cine 

[ of others (and certainly my interests, previously described}W NAUSER? 
in the service of proving your own pet assassination theorv: that 

4, the agent in the front of the car shot the President , and that elear i ‘ + . + -. +t Aad \ transparencies to which you would be given access to for that one 
gh. \ day in your whole life, would show this to be.true. GREAT 41Ve€ 2 xh NM eee ae ne " 4%, (i Ly NL . . . . . . . . ; + . *_ OY, 7 Of course, no transparency or film material showed any such thing. ia NN S. S AItRD HAVE CUS — TREBS AMO ISUSEEES Ps Sex 
eat But that is not really the point. Tet us asavme that it had,\ “\aaw Even if it had----don' you think there were other ways to handle \ Unie i the situation?? : os pease 

. ; . - | OPI bE RE A Don't you think that’----if such an image existed on any 
We material wewere shown---that this called for a meeting on the minds 
7 among us all as to what to do about it??? (it SURE EUmy BOQ Wein IME 

. MessEeD Titis APA WE btu o SEE Fig FERRITE Fy Re57 
After all, there is more than one issue involved here. Another Fe 

and and far more probable and provable one is the question of whether 
the 42 film Life bought is a copy made on an optical printer. lye 

ro are ne 

Ste 
In the last analysis, a trip to New York City and future 

contacts with Time-Life will be necessary to develop the 
evidence necessary to resolve this matter with certainty. 

, | . . 4 ffe ? 
% Cut tet ce Peer Peteue inte |



. wa Oa - pe witout ; Pe ALD ited ween co \emous Tee | hy. SD TRycTED CRimes 
‘ . 

VU yet rey ae . at rate CON , Wve byLLiaw? Yo VES seo To Mrs eH en shan TREY TT You viTt THAR INTS, AWS - (In this regard, T woul ope that you realize the importance BQ “od Keeping. the contact.with Life in strictest confidence, until _ N after my trip to New York has taken place, Any exception to this ftir’ 
i 

rule risks exposure via promulgation on some grapevine, | Bite? G At Strictest confidence means that one does not tell anyone. no "  bakitine - 2. 
— 3 A Bape - 

b> matter how fond we May personally feel about them,or how much Poets “ & we would like to share the visual experience that was had with Se see] \W“gh others. Deppite all these considerations, I am told that already, cue you have spoken with Lillean C. about the whole matter. May oon I please request~--in the name of ny_ completing successfully the (ee 7 as 14 investigation that must take Pee epee S particular chapter in TY 6h vs my Own manuscript can be written----that yot~excerciee more é . - o . 

! 
Vv >’ .diseretion in this matter????) ~ 5 TEE (OD TEN | 1 14) . EBULLLLALT <e qb Getting back to where I was at the bottom of page 2 of this A letter....This matter of the optical printer is a legitamaze so AMA Ak v research interest, every bit as legitamate as your theory that” °F ini; -:; Mv the SS man in the front seat turneé& around and shot the President, ““¢ 4 ys a OX YOURS {UAT Ihe Wexlt iN TREES ANDO Bustter / oo y fo Now, what I can't understand is, that youfliantt realize Te et | ‘7 (and haventt coneeded it even, since) that your action in yer ga bringing @ camera into that room, and then in using it, and then MXt0! uC 4 c Valse phystCally fighting with me (for getting uyelied at", I suppose) et jgeapordized all\ future contacts with Life of any kind, as well AY v4 as those taking place right there that day. 
A A ot nk CHR ET You CUM Seen et Pic #7 ? i uk a _ the fact that I hissed my contempt at your action, and ordered xe QU vO put the camera wway----and that you don't like to be “~“ ) addressed in that fashion, does not appear to me to be a aarticularly * & ge» importa consideration under the circumstances as they existed at voi iv that moment, and given the risks to which your action was a. exposing us all. ne LP 

; so PAPA baro aie , Se : wer. a Joining this incident with what took plase at ‘the eG of © » hie a w pW’ the day, I hope you realize that what is at issue here is He eat not whether or not I had "the nerve™ to accuse you of theft; Ute 2 eed Nic rather, it was a question of a sévere policy disagreement between /~ che you and 1, about & what our objectives ought to have been and were ~ while we were in that room. ] : YG ° : . | . ; ; Ai While I thought we had_ a team operation, it became apparent L[TG?: ~ that the ,seedule of evénts vhat I designed and typed up was Up Fi an iver Wo which you paid purely Tip Service Vote a Us ARE CAPPED ED Te Wy Coy oF YOOR siTebULS pr wt a fhe other incident, therefore, to which I wish to address myselfT /°~~ ve occured at the end of the visit. | ° ETE: 
SEE a — . Sy ae gy SE I sensed what I felt to be a sudden odd tlesire to terminate (\’) We the visit, and leave the room---2 marked departure that I felt actahysa® ,& came along quite suddenly. I went over to the box containing | ee al 4 the various materials and felt the itemfwrapped in tissue paper yt Wee “aie. which was Supposed to be the lémm film we had been screening, vy TEE? rahe It felt very X® malleable to the touch, and I concluded that i+ bod ? A must contain a rofled up AC extention cord.# (By testing once | a reel wrapped in t&ssue paper later that evening, I know now bss why it felt that way). 

THE Dpy REFORC Yeu Thitlhegy My CATIA LAE A SPLOSDID IDEA — { ‘ Pat _ —~ : - rl.



Fred Newcomb -4- June 28, 1970 
I then bluntly asked you and Dennis whether Or not you guys had swiped the 16mm film, making it clear that I wanted no part of any such matter, if this was the case, 

ft am convinced, today, that these Suspicions of mine were undounded, 

at I efitend a most sincere apology to you for having made the matter a subject of my question, and any Hurt feelings it may have caused you, 

oS 
. in a loaded camera into theroom and were bent on using it---~-I simpiy pr * no longer had a reliable Standard by which to gudge any of your - 

. to 
~ : “ . eafi4 

actions and inten LLiONS, WHAT Goad 'S fab CH elADED Cmts ? 

Once having concluded that you entered that room with Mw certain é&iilemercs secret anc entirely different research KO objectives 2n#2% and methods than I, T Simply did not know where you 
, yy H 

. 

I hope you will understand that--~once I saw that you had smuggled 

ay . at . an . 
+ ot oo, 

. . See = 

FL gh, Were drawing the line in such BOE egy ic ALL HAO YOUR ERIATIVS | a 
ea oo - , 

ee Su Therefore, I found the idea, at the tine, perfectly credible, oy - LsitAT WPDE WA CerPadlé Gin TAINO & Qu i now realize>,in retrospect, that you entered the room oa prepared "only" to Secretly photograph materials, but not to take physical possession of her, PPK A TRUST ? 
. H 

. 

33 . nto 9 A 

But don't you see, Fred once you break trust like that----ean 
y ’ s ve YO ma you really blame me for not knowing where you intended to draw the line? — pest SPIES You (with THAT FOULED OP MESS OF ZS Eyes ce TL CE TEL WE 5 OLD ued — Dy TORS | vax 

ve Tt summaries with these key peiness YeX Kop We Ub TAL, OU Po YoU 
ew 

CEN SE CL VET D> we, 
ye f 1) Under circumstances\that are highly specielizedana unusual, I feel ye ge! it would be proper, if the gain was that great, and the loss ~ Qe"! fot too great, to technically "steal" evidence that might be Sab absolutely crucial to exposing a conspiracy that took the life of a“ \ IPR. wty Kor Juste COLF(AAT AVF ReeT Thee ~ batty Spoac > ~ : . 

. . 
. + oo oy. 

2) I do not believe any such situation or opportunity presentea \ sec(Q° itself on Monday, June 22, at the offices of Pime-Life here in LA PREV EGy ae fisy APE 2 , | PRE 3) At the time we entered the room,;, 1 felt we were involved in a team operation to-obtain certain resegrch dats. ina prearranged and pre-agreed wpon and perfectly legitamete. format 
aA 4) When I Saw the camera in your hands, and you veking pictures of \ *; a th your favorite 4apruder frame, I immediately realized that you hed |") a yo entered thé rodii with research methods and objectives of your own. / 
~ § . : : 

: 
: fow 

. CBT gt 5) My concern ang outrage was not with the issue of whether or not 
oh cad you were technically "stealing property owned by another, but wet with the gross lack of judgment you displayed, and the complete lack of considération you showed for my interests ana future contacts with that corporation, by engaging in activity which would jeapordize everything, when there was absolutely no need to, As I have Since said to you onthe phone, there is a line one draws between . . _. _ a aa ; 

? ‘ WARTS TE CARE AL SRR AG. F fe wane. _ 

L3 Pee] pelué
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(AAT 

° - { 
apuice 

~ Fred Newcomb -5- 

the heroic, and the stupid; its important not to lose sight 
of that line, and to try to stay o2 the correct side of it. j 

6) The camera incident in turn upset my ability to judge accurately 

‘each of your subsequent actions~---even to the extentof guaging ~—" \ 

just what the atmosphere was in that room. I then falsely suspected \ @, 

«ond alleged that you had swiped the 16mm copy of the Z fibm. Ne 

xe, Ae a 
oe 

I felt so strongly abit it , at the time, that I spent most 

\ ot my dinner hour agonizing witha close friend as to whether or now 

it was my duty---given these suspicions---to return to Time Life 

the next morning, before the package was put on the plane, and 

ask that it be reopened in my presence , and the contents completely 

and “meticulously inventoried. This is when I started wrapping reels 

in tissue paper and testing to see how they felt. 
I finally decided that I was the victim of completely upset 

judgement caused by the aforementioned camera incident, and that 

there was nothing to be afraid of, in that regard. 

I apologize for that. ©\ 

7) You do me and our past relationship a great Misservice if tre. 

above complex situation is oversimplified and misrepresented , and ,4... 
the vigorous arguments I have presented as an. attack on your TS 
jwdgement and decision making in this situation , is seen as some )/ [0°78 a 
sort. of hypocritical accusation of "theft" on my part. a AE ys F 

oN 
I, do not make suc 

ME
ME
 

(W
TO
RK
A 
FL
 

h a charge; that was not the issue last 
, Monday, nor is it at issue now. , 

ot ae 

gui” : . an ~ 

i , 8) By misdefining the issue, you become the victim of my =. 

| unnust charges, rather than myself (indeed---all of us) becoming ae 

oe victim of your unwise and uncalled Sor actionsS, x: 

: ee | : _ 7 << 
, This straw man version of events also permits you to indulge ss 

sea yourself in much self pity at being "unjustly accused". x 

co : “ONL. 

S The above concludes my summary of this matter, and I hope that ss | 
gh these comments will cause you to reconsider the incident more SN: 

a fairly, when you think back to it at anytime in the future. S aN 

_ ok ante bee ae Tihs SAIe “MITER Nera 
“ J would like at this time to comment on cerlain-other ~ Los x 

peripheral-matters. - ee oe ig & 

a . | TS 

You implied and pracsically accused me of stealin our ndes-¢ ; p is y Ling ¥ 
E did not. I understend you have even found them, in your car, __: 

« L would wish you would search your car more carefuhly next time, UN ic 

~ uw before »making accusations like that. ~~ Saapeaveteera terete 

{ } Yul Si MES ¢ ee RenmianBN Lond Behcid STATE ! 

4 For about 5 days, you arrogantly md defiantly held onto 
property that I left in the glove compartment of your car, as if 

+o hold material "hostage" to items% you had legitamately loaned 

me in May. a rr ar 

Why did you attempt to turn a loan between associates (materials 
you loaned me) into a trade between thieves (my Z films for Lhe 
return of that material)? \ 7 ) 

4 a - .. —o - gon Tite Tei! 

oe WUT Uadusthod TWAT Tne AREPL wep FeesT Tene TT I 
yor ” \ ; 7 ePBRATEMi bbe 

. . Te TINS f Oe! 
\ CTEM frre € ‘
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Fred Newcomb ae -6-, Cie”) , dune 28, 1970 

un man OY Foe OTS RAS BE 
walk As you may Have learned via Dennis, I had an extremely cordial 

LY meeting set up with Ray Marcus at my apartment for Wednrssday 
{~~ evenings This had to_be called off because of your . 
hy <inconsiderate,’ arrogant, and whimsétcal refusal to return property 

} _ YY accidentatly left in your car. ae oo? q hte ~ 
FNCENS(OIURTE , MUCOSA, BAM Seee : Lhe Sac eFE 

eo Who gains and who loses by such activity, Fred? _— ,p@.. pee 
"A vt COIN i? Lie . ie Pye 

- os _, . Oe pac 
Finally, and this is really outragtng~--why did you keep me flv?” 

on tenternooks up to the last minute as to whether I would even 
get these materials back for my New York City trip, rather than 
putting them immediately in the mail---~promptly, and with a 

eg Special delivery stamp, if necessary----when you were notified of 
ue’ what were then firm plans, airline reservaticns. and alld, for a 

£ aw" trip to New York City. You were notified of this on Thursday 
yr morning, assured Dennis you would promptly mail the material to me, 
a> { - 1 on} ra as a a” _— oe — F ‘? 7 “AM! and then simpiy did not do so. Dilut Ud 6ET THiS S7UrF_? £ ORE 

ob AN. Daisy Te We eer SEUSS E tv TET Pic? POM Upc 
we 4 Pardon my use of the word, but don't you think that is just. 

; i crue] ° 
"7 aa: - _ . i 2 bit cruet’ , ShWES, TS, Metin, Sacks ZS ET? 

How would you like to wait for crucial material to be returned, 
qx while the hours tick away towards flight time, and where phone 
calls are met with snotty little remarks and broken connections, 5 

~N Cn a 
A - ba * + 7 . We s ae 

ve f[ Furthermore, what am Isupposed to think when you reel off to oe 
ae me on the phone a list of activities I've been involved in with the Tag 
aw, | implied veiled threat that you might just have to "use" them, if the 4 = 
“Gt ° | needBrose? @ ----~- as if, somewhere in the back of your mind, you | ig 
ie \keep a list of what you i bave on Lifton", SS OFA 

; + né& Tete ww . ace 

(— . _ we 
I can assure ygu that all the above types of behavior do. not 3) 

engender trust, g9r/that you are really sympathetic and without 
\ hostility to my own interests in completing my work successfully. 

4 ; . — 
“aie - we 

At RY As for me--~even when I am angry---my emotions do not have to 
ye “4 be vented in a sadistic or cruel manner}, whether against 

. a another person, an innocent duck, or any other living bhing. 
wt s\ . . , - ao - 

Ve A . 

Aur, Sal . : . T Z, rd ae - : +! > PT 2 + 

ram. - Sincerely * ~ (Ee | 

ee Gut — ia WAtnes ~ vy 
ik : a David Lifton 

| oa tom «Teed MME THAT LP 
MK femmeniget 7 , - roe 
ay pT ease Tarai By @ CCLecK ~ VIA Lf Wtevce 

Diged Cavin TREE MIG 7 / (9 
wee | | . -- 3 - D TC GUTIR £ a CIC , 

qr GeT Nez Sioie RCE * TRIATS CUTEN E ESOS | . 

TeeE_AN ERA PIRK-u,P ECL 7d THE WUE -LESETC 

Ddpitetof.. TE FHLIEROT 2e-FeaD T Liv) fel eece® PUL ECTER - if SAA LG OE PCUA RF HUTS) ICEL 

(T. HAVE Ue SEG eT > TIT Sy ia Gite STOLE 7 (Ole +e * 
. a . . . rae OL Paty OF Pet tt rn 

EKTY Cet 1 Higy (SC leith VAT (6 Lin STU Coa rte fiitte , Teepe 
vas 
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